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Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent effort.
John Ruskin

The semester has finished, yet we carry on as normal. It’s 10 p.m. and
designers are in and out of my office, juries are approaching and there is a
sense of excitement and relief. The inks for the digital printer have arrived
from London and it is all systems go with rolls of fabric piling up. The
printer is currently churning out linen, silk, velvet, cotton and wool fabrics.
The designs vary from the bleakest and most soul-baring to joyful stripes;
one is even based on the first expression a child learns in Arabic: The boy
ate the apple.
It is extraordinary to think that this is just the second graduating year, yet we
are a creative laboratory exploring and pushing the boundaries of fashion
practice. Designers know that the work they put in now will transform their
careers: the senior designers arrive first thing in the morning and leave at
midnight. We also open weekends. This is a machine, and I am proud of
the impeccable standards colleagues and designers strive for. My dream of
excellence has become a reality, and I know that these young designers will
make a huge impact on the creative economy of Lebanon and beyond.
This would not be possible without colleagues who give way above and
beyond what is expected or what is seen in other countries. They are the
backbone without whose humor and kindness the program would not have
progressed at such lightening speed. We would also like to thank President
Joseph Jabbra, Dean Elie Haddad and Department Chair Mr. Lee Frederix,
as well as the wider LAU community for their constant support. A special
thanks to Mr. Elie Saab and his team as well as London College of Fashion
for supporting the dynamic changes happening within fashion education.
Their confidence in what we are doing is noted and appreciated.

Jason Steel | MA (RCA)
Assistant Professor
Program Coordinator | Fashion
Design Program
Department of Art & Design
School of Architecture & Design
jason.steel@lau.edu.lb
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TAT YANA ANTOUN
tatyana.antoun@live.com

VAMATA
When asked to take a new identity picture for the fourth time, Tatyana knew her
perception on the representation of hair and female identity in the Middle East was far
beyond just an 8cm x 5cm two-sided card. Even at school, she was particularly known
for constantly changing her hairstyle. Today, this has become an integral part of her
fashion practice where the subtle codes of youth and society form the basis of how she
understands the world.

DESIGNERS’ STATEMENTS

XENA DAOUD
xena.d@hotmail.com
Designer of NEW WAVE Artwork

As part of a personal journey, VAMATA explores the social restrictions that force-feed the
youth a string of illogical narrow ideals. This collection, therefore, looks at the universe in
a kaleidoscope of glitter, colors and dazzle.

NATEQ
The secrecy of the universe instigates the human mind to delve into its conundrums. Some
of which unfold over the course of time, while some remain completely submerged in the
macrocosm, and others are bared to the soul in reticent segments. From such mysteries
thrived the notion of this collection which rests on the concept of reincarnation. Taken
from its philosophical theories, transmigration is introduced through the anecdotes of
minute persons – those who have their soul reborn in another life, and, exceptionally,
those who remember their past lives.
The exposure to such a dire transition to woman or man is aided by diversity in the
scheme of work and attributes just as repetition, segmentation and layering are the entity
of this collection. Withal, the antecedent inquiry directs from the subconscious mind
that is rendered as symbolism. Ultimately, it is a gyrating crux transcending into various
forms to adapt to our contemporary microcosm.

Photography: Youssef Rahal

6 - 9
Photography: Xena Daoud
Model: Aya Abdelkhalek

DIAL A DABBOUS
diala.dabbous@gmail.com

18 - 21

CINDERELLA MAN
To those who struggle, hustle and scramble their way back to survival.
This collection reflects the classic rags-to-riches story. Based on the world of boxing, it
tells the tale of Cinderella, namely a man who achieved overnight fame. Former boxer
and prospective champion Jim Braddock works as a day laborer to provide food for his
family. His faith and determination gave him a second chance after he was offered a
come-back fight against a young rising boxer, surprising the audience behind him with
his victory, and paving his way back to becoming a world heavyweight champion.

FAR AH EL SAYED
ABOULJOUD
farahabouljoud@gmail.com
ELIE SAAB Travel Award 2017

His determination and passion for boxing fuelled his struggle for success, through sweat,
tears and blood. This collection depicts this journey with the use of colors, prints and
creative pattern cutting. Dark colors for the part of his life where he was destitute, and
brighter ones for his newly gained triumph. Classic silhouettes reflect the worker’s life
versus the draping that represents the road to success.

MADAME INSOUMISE
Farah is a womenswear designer. She modernizes vintage clothes with African-inspired
colors and mixed prints. The pieces contribute to the development and enhancement of
the quality of life. They also aim to highlight racial and gender issues. Farah focuses on
showing equality and empowerment by fusing African culture and Victorian Silhouettes
with an emphasis on women’s social role.
Marie Antoinette meets AfroPunk, where vivacious, outgoing and bold social butterflies
who love gambling, partying and extravagant fashions come together. It is the place where
unity, self-expression, self-celebration and unsullied satisfaction emerge and unfold. The
collection encourages people to learn from, speak to, and liberate one another. Being
disruptive and rebellious is an underlying trait that often dominates.

Photography: Diala Dabbous
Model: Abbas Mansour

Photography: Youssef Rahal

10 - 13

MA JD DAHER
majddaher@gmail.com
ELIE SAAB Internship Award, 2015

22 - 25

M
Entitled M, my BA collection lives through mystical personas that I have created,
showcasing the magical aspect of my world.

SAR AH EL Z AYED

RHIZA

Discover M by going through a Map of layers, an unsolved Maze, a treasure hunt Maybe?
This world is an escape from the Mad reality through fashion. M is a play with Material,
Magic, and a Mix of layered prints & crochet.

The beauty of the surrounding nature and the authenticity of old Lebanese architecture
stimulated the creation of this collection. Rhiza is the Greek origin of the word rhizome, an
underground stem that yields roots and links them to one another. As the name suggests,
this collection is a rhizome connecting the roots of old classic Lebanese architecture
with nature to form modern and elegant silhouettes for the modern and elegant
woman. The earthy colors of the fabrics and their textures represent the essence of the
surrounding nature.

Model: Lea Helou

Photography: Habib Reda Saleh

14 - 17

26 - 29

My aim is to blend both the beauty and the rage, the complete and the incomplete, an
iron fist in a velvet glove, witchcraft and voodoo spells, Pierrot’s romanticism, and many
more.

sarah.elzayed@gmail.com
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ANISS EZZEDDINE
anissezzeddine@outlook.com

EROS
This is the story of a man who lived in Ancient Greece. His name was Eros.
During that period, sexual desire was not distinguished by the participants’ gender, but
rather by the role each played in the sex act. This active/passive polarization corresponded
to dominant and submissive social roles where the active was associated with masculinity
and adulthood, and the passive with femininity and youth.

DESIGNERS’ STATEMENTS

YASMINE HASSOUNA
yasminhassouna8@gmail.com

Tapping into his subconscious one day, Eros finds a deep dark secret that he had forgotten
about. That secret had been locked in a long time ago, held hidden and isolated behind a
strong, blood red, wooden door.
Eros opens the door and finds a young child, tears in his eyes, guilt in his soul.
That child’s freedom had been taken away from him.
He learnt at an early age that his body does not belong to him, that his rights had been
violated. He learnt that he does not matter, that he was nothing but a submissive tool to
please masculinity.
Who was that child? Was it someone he knew?
Eros rushes to comfort him, but is shocked by the realization that the child is none other
than a younger version of himself.
An obscure figure has violated his idea of romance, taken away his rights and ruined his
childhood. He was the reason why Eros had grown aggressive and defensive – a slave to
the idea of what love used to represent to him.
Eros slowly morphs into this strong dominant Greek monster; he transforms into a
beautiful alter ego expressing a revolution against what he had endured when he was
young. He is finally strong, empowered and ready to protect and fight back.
Flying into a rage, Eros breaks the door to save that child.
The child realizes how fortunate he will be in the future. He smiles, and fades away
in peace.

38 - 41

AYAH HOU T
ayahhout@outlook.com

haddadgenny@gmail.com

Mental illness is usually perceived as negative, with people struggling to acknowledge
their diagnosis. This collection revolves around seeing the positive aspect of mental
illnesses and the way one is able to liberate oneself instead of remaining at a standstill.
It began with visits to a mental institution in Lebanon where I attended art therapy
sessions and got to know several patients. In awe of their self-expression and liberation
through drawing, I decided to further motivate them by showing them that even their
simplest illustration can be turned into a bigger creation, like a print or an idea for a
whole garment.
Throughout this collection, I was inspired by two artists: Jackson Pollock, who suffered
from bipolar disease and alcoholism, and Yayoi Kusama who has hallucinations. Jackson
Pollock’s technique of fine lines interlocking translated into the interchanging use of
thick and thin rope in the collection. Through this technique, the threads no longer
become apparent.
Another key element is the comfort that the clothes hold with the use of knitwear and
fabrics such as linen and wool.

SYRTIS MAJOR
With an animated influence that travels through a futuristic dystopian world where the
only hope for survival is to escape earth and traverse the notion of rebirth on Mars, the
collection shows the desperation of mankind on earth and the likelihood of it being used
in the future. The handmade fabrics symbolize the nostalgic feeling of what humanity
once felt like. The silhouettes are extracted from astronaut suits fused with minimalism,
creating a utopian essence on Mars as a counter reaction to what would be happening
on earth.
Photography: Youssef Rahal
Model: Tatyana Antoun

42 - 45

30 - 33

DE - CODE - THE BOY

This collection sheds light on a Victorian fin-de-siècle in relation to the Punk movement,
both depicting themes of anxiety, degeneration and a general feel of dissatisfaction. A
sense of confusion takes over when social norms are internally challenged and rejected,
while some attachment to traditional values still prevails. In times of transition, social
dogmas become more and more absurd and alienating, leading to incomprehensible
chronic nausea.
Model: Henrik Ostergaard

Photography: Kareem Nakkash
Model: Saleem Zein

GENNY HADDAD

LAST TRAIN TO NOWHERE

LÉA-MARIA NAHHAS
leamarianahas2@gmail.com

عزيزي حبيب

As a classic menswear designer, it has become crucial to find ways to challenge myself
in order to create and design differently. For this senior collection, my tailoring identity
remained but with a more personal story to tell. I created the wardrobe of a person I had
never met; a person no one would tell me about, but someone I was very curious to know.
Habib and Rose, my grandparents, were a newly married couple in the 1950s; they were
an image of love, family and joy until tragedy tore them apart after only 14 years together.
I chose to get to know my grandfather, Habib, throughout this collection. He and his
muse, Rose, defined my designs, inspiration, prints and fabrics. I got to meet him for the
first time and finally honor him in the way I know best.
Nobody spoke of him, but now is the time to celebrate his memory.
Photography: Diala Dabbous
Model: Fadi Salman

46 - 49

Photography: Genny Haddad
Model: Isabella Khoury

34 - 37
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TR ACY SA AD
tee16saad@gmail.com

CONCERTALIN
Being here and there and everywhere. Time parcels moments into separate bits so
that humans can do one thing at a time. With Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), time
collapses, and it feels as if everything is happening all at once. You get an idea and have
to act on it, and then – what do you know – you get another idea along with the first one,
and so you go for that one, and then a third intercepts the second, and you just have to act
on that too. Pretty soon, people are calling you disorganized and impulsive.
Since his diagnosis, Alexander has been taking medication in order to have his brain
function the way any non-ADD brain would for a total of 12 hours, and suffering from
side effects such as anxiety, aggression, sensitivity etc. This year, Alexander stopped his
medication and is trying to prove that an ADD brain can create and work effectively with
astonishing outcomes. His decision is the inspiration behind CONCERTALIN.
Photographer: Khaled Abi Jomaa
Models: Milad Zurub & Guy Khalaf

50 - 53

SAR AH SALEH
salehmsarah@gmail.com

As It is Reality. Un-misted by love or dislike.
Mirror
An eye of a little god, four-cornered.
It meditates on the opposite wall.
I think it is part of my heart now. But it flickers.
Faces and darkness separate us over and over.
A woman bends over me – I am a lake
I show what it really is.
Then it turns to those liars, the candles or the moon.
- Reflecting life faithfully.
It rewards me with tears and an agitation of hands.
I am important to him. She comes and goes.
Each morning it is the face that replaces the darkness.
In me they drowned young, and in me an old woman
Rises toward her day,
after day – like a terrible fish.
Sylvia Plath – edited

SAR AH SAIFI
saifi.sarah@hotmail.com

NAJAT: DEAR SISTER
The Memphis Group came on the scene in the early 80s, determined to give their work
an identity. At the beginning, the group’s colorful furniture with lots of prints was
described as “bizarre,” “misunderstood,” and “loathed.” Nevertheless, they succeeded by
ignoring their critics.
Inspired by the Memphis Group’s fingerprint, this collection focuses on the identity of
every individual, without them feeling ashamed or fearful of being bullied by people from
different backgrounds. The veil is not used to express religious beliefs, but to show that
it can be worn in different ways without being perceived as a stereotype. Your identity is
the most valuable possession. Protect it.

Eighteenth-century French oppression, 70s rock. Exploring the stages of a human’s inner
struggles after toxic experiences. A dialogue between life and the feelings of agony and
fear in one’s emotional existence.
Photography: Sarah Saleh
Model: Adam Cherkawi

58 - 61

Sister, you are beautiful.
Photography: Sarah Saifi
Model: Isabella Khoury

54 - 57
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PROCESS

Senior collections are staged over the entire academic year with
initial design work & sampling being seen here at mid-term in
fall. The designs are then turned into toiles that can be reviewed
at the Christmas jury. Missak HajiAvedikian & Lunma Saleh
with Sarah Saleh.

Senior jury in the presence of Mr. Elie Saab and Professor
Douglas MacLennan as well as the academic team.
Designers present senior collection, portfolios and accessories.
After the jury, designers continue working on collections up
until the runway show and exhibition.
Top: Tatyana Antoun. Bottom: Diala Dabbous.
A workshop by Clare Kinross explored both historical pattern cutting for corsetry and body casting. Whilst seemingly very different, these
two aspects allowed designers to explore body modification and the distortion of global ideas of beauty.

A lecture by Professor Alison Welsh on the importance of
research and process in creating unique identities – this is
already a central tenet within the program.

To ensure a cohesive experience, visiting practitioners give workshops that fit into studios and build on the work of the program.
Creative tailoring expert Simeon Morris is seen working with Genny
Haddad, discussing pattern cutting and garment manufacture.

Process is an essential part of identity and the creation of unique
outcomes. Process Journal by Yasmine Hassouna.

At the fall jury, designers are required to have process, sampling, portfolio and 4+ toile looks on models. Whilst demanding, this
allows for a very clear vision to be seen, and if a designer is unhappy with their collection it can be changed in the spring semester.
Jurors are seen looking at the work of Ayah Hout and Tatyana Antoun.

The ability to create unique fabrications may in itself lead to fashion
outcomes. Designers are expected to work in many complex ways in the
creation of new approaches. This may start with something like knotting
string through, to weaving or surface embellishment. Textile sampling by
Farah El Sayed Abouljoud and Ayah Hout.

Development of digital fabrics using the Mimaki printer for the second-year live project with Blatt Chaya. The designers were inspired by
Mr. Edgard Chaya whose commitment to craftsmanship was an example of all things being possible. Fabric design: Rasha Bazzi.

The entrepreneurship workshop staged over two semesters enables designers to better understand the global fashion system. Sarah
Thelwall shares her expertise of working with start-up companies and incubators to ensure a greater chance of success. A high number of
graduates have immediately opened their own businesses through the entrepreneurship program.
External review by Professor Douglas MacLennan who worked with designers on concept development and garment production.
As an academic with 45 years of experience, he was particularly impressed with designers producing in the region of 8-10 runway
looks. This is double the global submission at degree level.

Textile studios being delivered by Suyin Tsang and Guitta Melki, both experts and practitioners in surface design. It is these important
studios that nurture exploration of fashion practice being outside of the expected norms.

Throughout the academic year, designers are presenting work in progress and constantly being reviewed by the academic team and most
importantly by themselves. The first picture is from the fall 2017 toile jury by Genny Haddad, the second is from the internal jury prior to
the senior jury by Xena Daoud.

Entrepreneurship is an integral part of the senior year within the fashion design program as developed by Yesr Saab. Young
designers get an in-depth view of business practice, and are expected to produce complex business plans and strategies in order to
regenerate the fashion sector in Lebanon and beyond.

2017 Graduate Achievements

Fashion Design Program in collaboration with ELIE SA AB

Following the diverse forms of cooperation between LAU and ELIE SAAB, an internship is awarded
each year to one second-year student selected by the jury.
In 2016, Majd Daher spent three months interning at the ELIE SAAB Workshop in Beirut.
Farah El Sayed Abouljoud, a third-year student who was awarded a travel scholarship for excellence
and craftsmanship, got the chance to travel in January 2018 to attend the ELIE SAAB Haute Couture
Spring Summer 2018 show and experience backstage preparations and operations.

DANIA MAHDI

DANA AG AL

NATHALIE SA AD

YASSMIN EL SALEH

R AFA SEOUD

NADINE K ASSEM

Prix du Jury Winner
Buyer at Harvey Nichols, Kuwait

Prize of Excellence in Craftsmanship
Starch Foundation Designer

Certificate of Excellence in
Concept Development
Applying for Master’s

Prize of Excellence in Craftsmanship
Starch Foundation Designer

Certificate of Excellence in
Concept Development
Founder at NATA brand

Outstanding Social Contribution
Freelance Sportswear Designer

This year, the Prix du Jury will be announced at the Graduate Fashion Show on June 21, 2018. It will
awarded for all-round vision and commitment to the discipline.
Each year, the students are invited to tour the ELIE SAAB Headquarters in Beirut with an extensive
visit to the haute couture workshop for a close encounter with seamstresses and embroiderers at work.
After the tour, the students have the opportunity to meet Mr. Elie Saab, who takes them through his
career journey, answers their questions, and shares with them his expertise to drive them to reach their
ambitions and help them create their own identity and style.

JOYA HADDAD

Beirut Fashion Award
Master’s at Domus Academy, Milan

NOUR DAHER

Winner of International Lab of
MittelModa, Milan
Master’s at Glasgow School of Art
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MODERN BODIES CONFERENCE

MODERN BODIES CONFERENCE
Dress, Nation, Empire, Sexuality & Gender in
the Modern Middle East
March 15, 2018

MODERN BODIES CONFERENCE

YASMINE NACHABE TA AN

The conference examines the role of the dressed, and undressed, body in the
formation, staging, and interrogation of the modern Middle East. Ranging from
the role of the displayed elite body in campaigns for gender and social emancipation
in Ottoman imperial cultures, through to accounts of dress in the lives of early
nationalist women and men, papers also investigate the use of legal frameworks
by those who seek to control or resist the movement of women’s and men’s bodies.
Combining approaches from the cultural, social, and economic history with the
history of art, photography and visual culture, the conference evaluates the role of
material culture, representation, and curation in the telling of women’s and gender
history and histories of sexuality.

THE ARAB GARÇONNE
Yasmine Nachabe Taan is associate professor of art
& design at the Lebanese American University. She
holds a PhD in Art History and Communications
Studies from McGill University. Her research
focuses on gender representation, design, media,
photography and visual culture in the Middle East
and North Africa. She participated in a number of
residencies in Berlin, Cairo, Beirut and Bratislava.
Her articles, essays and reviews have appeared in
several journals, among which Communication Arts,
New Middle Eastern Studies and Altre Modernità.
As part of a larger project to gather material on
the work of prominent Arab typographers, graphic
designers and illustrators, she has written two
books: one on Hilmi el-Tuni, Evoking Popular
Arab Culture (KHATT books, Amsterdam, 2014)
and another on Abdulkader Arnaout, Designing as
Visual Poetry (KHATT books, Amsterdam, 2017).

SPEAKERS:
WILSON CHACKO JACOB
“WHAT’S A BODY TO DO?”
(Un)dress, Masculinity, & Power in PostOttoman Egypt

ZE YNEP DE VRIM GÜRSEL
UNDRESSING PATIENTS, REDRESSING
PHOTOGRAPHS

MARY ROBERTS
SARTORIAL SPACE: Metaphors of Modernity
in Ottoman & Orientalist Visual Culture

Wilson Chacko Jacob is an associate professor of history at Concordia University
in Montréal. His early training at Georgetown University and his doctoral work at
NYU were in middle eastern studies, with a specialization in the cultural and gender
history of Egypt. Recently, his interests have drifted eastward to the Indian Ocean
World, specifically focusing on the connected histories of the Middle East and South
Asia. In addition to several articles, he has published a well-received monograph on
masculinity titled Working Out Egypt: Effendi Masculinity and Subject Formation
in Colonial Modernity, 1870-1940, which came out in 2011 with Duke University
Press and was co-published by the American University in Cairo Press. His current
book project, which is contracted with Stanford University Press, is titled Sovereignty
in Times of Empire: The Life of Sayyid Fadl b. Alawi.

Zeynep Devrim Gürsel is a media anthropologist and associate professor in the
Department of International Studies at Macalester College. She is the author of
Image Brokers: Visualizing World News in the Age of Digital Circulation (University
of California Press, 2016), an ethnography of the international photojournalism
industry during its digitalization at the beginning of the 21st century. She is also the
director of Coffee Futures, an ethnographic film that explores contemporary Turkish
politics through the prism of the everyday practice of coffee fortune-telling (www.
coffeefuturesfilm.com). This talk draws from a book of essays she is working on,
Imaging an Empire: Photography and Governmentality in the Late Ottoman Period.
Specifically, this project investigates emerging forms of the state and the changing
contours of Ottoman subjecthood during the reign of Sultan Abdülhamit through
photographs ranging from medical imagery to prison portraiture.

Mary Roberts is the Robert Sterling Clark visiting professor in art history at Williams
College (2015-17) and professor of art history and nineteenth-century studies at the
University of Sydney. In 2016, Mary was awarded the Art Association of Australia
and New Zealand’s Book Prize for Istanbul Exchanges: Ottomans, Orientalists,
and Nineteenth-Century Visual Culture (University of California Press, 2015). Her
research expertise includes patterns of transcultural exchange between Europe and
the Near East in the modern period, Ottoman visual culture, nineteenth-century
European art, debates about the Global History of Art, post-colonial theory, gender,
orientalism and material culture.
PROFESSOR FR ANCES CORNER, OBE

NANCY MICKLE WRIGHT
FASHION & THE CAMERA: Istanbul in The
Late Ottoman Empire

Head of Scholarly Programs and Publications at the Freer|Sackler. She is now Head of
Public and Scholarly Engagement. Her responsibilities include oversight of all public
programs at the Freer|Sackler, scholarly symposia and workshops, the publication of a
peer-reviewed journal, Ars Orientalis, major grant-funded research projects, and public
affairs and marketing. Previously she was Senior Program Officer at the Getty Foundation (2001-2010). She began her career as a professor of the history of Islamic art and
architecture and the history of photography, teaching for 12 years at the University of
Victoria, in British Columbia, Canada. Her current research focuses on the history of photography in the Ottoman Empire, particularly Istanbul, and the intersection of fashion
and photography in the late Ottoman empire.

THE POLITICS OF FASHION:
WHY FASHION MATTERS

Frances Corner is head of London College of Fashion and pro vice-chancellor of the
University of the Arts London.
She has more than 20 years experience within the higher education sector on both
the national and international levels. She was previously at London Metropolitan
University.
An acclaimed arts educator, Corner sits on the British Fashion Council’s Advisory
Board, is a trustee of the Wallace Collection and a committee member for the
International Foundation of Fashion Technology Institutes (IFFTI). She holds a
DPhil from Oxford and publishes widely on art and design education. In 2009, she
was awarded an OBE.
Corner champions the use of fashion as an agent for innovation and change,
particularly in the areas of sustainability, health and well-being.
75
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KIRSTEN SCHEID
THE NUDISM MOVEMENT:
Learning to Look At/As Nudes

TINA SHERWELL
TRACING THREADS:
The Thob & The Kufiyeeh

LECT URES

Kirsten Scheid is currently associate professor of anthropology at the American
University of Beirut. She is a specialist in the anthropology of art and materiality,
with a regional focus on Arab societies. Her scholarship explores two broad
thematic areas: imagination and aesthetics, and embodiment and social networks.
She has published in the International Journal of Middle East Studies, Museum
Anthropology, Anthropology Now, ARTMargins, and Middle East Report, as well
as the popular press. She co-curated with Octavian Esanu “The Arab Nude: The
Artist as Awakener (Ansar al-`ury: al-fannan al-mustanhad)” in the University Art
Galleries of the American University of Beirut in 2016. Scheid’s research has been
supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Wissenschaftskolleg
zu Berlin, and the Palestinian American Research Center. Scheid has exhibited at the
New Museum in New York (2011) and co-founded both a cultural resource center
(2001) and an Arabic children’s books line (2004).

CL ARE KINROSS

Tina Sherwell is currently working on the development of the new Faculty of Art and
Music at Birzeit University and heads the new Visual Art Program. She graduated
from Goldsmiths College, London, in textiles and critical theory and received her PhD
from the University of Kent at Canterbury in image studies. She was director of The
International Academy of Art, Palestine, a post she has held between 2007-2012 and
2013-2017. Previously, she was program leader of fine art at Winchester School of
Art, (2005-2007). She was also executive director of the Virtual Gallery at Birzeit
University, and has worked on the Tate Online with their digital archives (20042006). She won the Alexandria Biennale prize in 2001 for her map series of Palestine.

ALISON WELSH

ATTRACTION OR DETERRENT

ORIGINALITY IN DESIGN:
Defining Your Own Territory

SAR AH THELWALL
THE GLOBAL CONTEMPORARY ART
MARKET: How Does It Work?

REINA LE WIS
VISIBILISING THE MODERN BODY
IN HAREM LITERATURE

Reina Lewis is Artscom centenary professor of cultural studies at London College
of Fashion, University of the Arts London. She is author of Muslim Fashion:
Contemporary Style Cultures (2015), Rethinking Orientalism: Women, Travel and
the Ottoman Harem (2004), and Gendering Orientalism: Race, Femininity and
Representation (1996). She is editor of Modest Fashion: Styling Bodies, Mediating
Faith (2013), The Poetics and Politics of Place: Ottoman Istanbul and British
Orientalism (with Zeynep Inankur and Mary Roberts, 2010), Gender, Modernity
and Liberty: Middle Eastern and Western Women’s Writings: A Critical Reader (with
Nancy Micklewright, 2006), Feminist Postcolonial Theory: A Reader (with Sara
Mills, 2003), and Outlooks: Lesbian and Gay Visual Cultures (with Peter Horne,
1996). Reina Lewis is also editor with Elizabeth Wilson of the book series Dress
Cultures, and with Teresa Heffernan of the book series Cultures in Dialogue.

R AMI EL ALI
FASHION AND PERCEPTION

During her 30-year career, Clare has worked as an artist and craftsperson in theater,
film and television.
She began making costumes in the British theater, and went on to study prop
making, prosthetic makeup and figurative sculpture. She subsequently worked for
Tim Burton and Wes Anderson on stop-frame animation projects. She has also
worked on various live action films including The Mummy, James Bond, Hugo and
Tomb Raider, and sculpted figures for Madame Tussauds. From sculpting detailed
figures a few centimeters high to a full size replica of Stonehenge, or creating quilted
fabric landscapes and trees for the animated movie Fantastic Mr Fox, Kinross loves
to work with different materials and scales.
Kinross’s life work as an artist is a journey of discovery, whereby she sees different
materials as her language. “The greater range of materials I know, the more eloquently
I can express myself.

Alison Welsh is head of fashion research at Manchester Metropolitan University,
based within the Manchester Fashion Institute. She graduated in fashion design
at Newcastle Polytechnic in 1981 and went on to work as a menswear designer in
London for 10 years. She was a trend forecaster and a member of the British Textile
Colour Group. Welsh headed up the award-winning BA (Hons) Fashion course at
the Manchester School of Art for 20 years. In addition, she has been a trustee of
Graduate Fashion Week since 2004.
As a practicing designer, Welsh has a special interest in slow fashion, the handmade
and methods of valuing the work of those involved in garment production. Her
fashion work explores the use of contemporary craft in garment design and artisanal
hand-produced textiles, through collaborative projects, such as Field to Fashion
and Hand Made. Experimental cross disciplinary collaborations with ceramic artist
Professor Stephen Dixon and Clare Curneen has led to her exploring new territory,
producing outputs such as the immersive multimedia installation Refuge: Ropner’s
Ghost Ship, which investigates the crossover between design, craft and art.

Sarah Thelwall is a global expert on the structures by which the contemporary art
market works from the ways artists develop their careers to the patterns in collector
development. She is based in London where her clients include Sothebys Institute
and the Arts Council, England. Thelwall and her team developed an MA in the
History and Business of the Contemporary Art Market for IESA in Paris. Partners for
this course have included Liverpool John Moores University, University of Warwick,
Whitechapel Gallery, Palais de Tokyo, White Cube Gallery and the Ministry of Culture
(France), to name a few. She was a consultant to Frieze during the startup of Frieze
Art Fair and has also consulted to more retail-oriented fairs such as the Affordable
Art Fair and the Accessible Art Fair.

In 2015, German designer Phoebe Heess began a campaign to sell the blackest fabric on a
shirt. In the same year, people wondered what the color of the dress was, black and blue,
or gold and white? But these are just two instances of the way the world of fashion has to
do with perception. The clothes we wear look a particular way to our eyes, and they feel a
particular way when touched. So what insights can we gain from the study of perception
for fashion design? In this talk I discuss various features of our perceptual systems, and
our perceptual world, that contribute to the design and experience of fashionable items.
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INTERNSHIPS

JURORS

Internships give young designers the opportunity to engage firsthand with
practitioners in the creative industries. Students have completed internships
at the following fashion-related studios and ateliers:

Juries are an integral part of the program and an opportunity for designers
to explain and defend their rationales. Special thanks to the following
individuals who ser ved as Fashion Design program jurors:

ADAM LIPPES New York | ALBEC BUNSEN Barcelona | ALL THINGS MOCHI

RONALD ABDAL A Fashion Designer and Founder, House of Ronald | LINA

Dubai | AMONGST FE W Dubai | ANNE SOFIE MADSEN Copenhagen | AYA

ABIR AFEH Direc tor, Institute for Women’s Studies in the Arab World at

FAYAD Dubai | A Z AR BOU CHMOUNY Beirut | A ZZI & OSTA Beirut | BIRD

L AU | SILIA ABOU ARBID Direc tor of Foundation Program, L AU SArD |

ON A WIRE Beirut | CAMIEL FORTGENS Amsterdam | DIL AR A FINDIKOGLO

ROSY ABOUROUS Jewelr y Designer & Founder, Rosa Maria Concept Store

London | ELIE SA AB Beirut | EMILIO DE L A MORENA London | ESP OSA

| R AMI AL ALI Philosophy Assistant Professor | NABIL AL HOUSSAMI CEO,

Beirut | EUDON CHOI London | FASHION FORWARD Dubai | FAUSTINE

PIAFF Boutique | HANI ASFOUR Architec t & Founding Par tner, Polypod,

STEINME T Z London | FFIXXED ST UDIOS Hong Kong | FIR AS ABOU HAMDAN

and Adjunc t Facult y at L AU SArD | MEDEA A ZOURI Editor-in-Chief, NOUN

Beirut | GEORGES CHAKR A Beirut | GEORGES HOBEIK A Beirut | INA ASH
Beirut | JESSICA K Beirut | JUDY WU London | L AR A KHOURY Beirut |
LES ATELIERS GR ANDIS Paris | LÉO Antwerp |

MAIK A Beirut | MARIA

GR ACHVOGEL London | MARY K ATR ANT ZOU London | MILIA M Beirut |
MIR A HAYEK Beirut | MIREILLE DAGHER Beirut | MISSAK HA JIAVEDIKIAN
Beirut | NATHALIE BALLOU T London | R ABIH K AYROUZ Beirut | REEM
BAYDOUN Beirut | SAR A MELKI Beirut | SIMEON MORRIS Amsterdam |
ST UDIO SAFAR Beirut | THREEASFOUR New York | TONY WARD Beirut |
WINDOWSWEAR New York | ZUHAIR MUR AD Beirut

magazine | DIMA BOUL AD Graphic & Motion Designer | L ARY BOU SAFI
VIRNA CHAK ARDEMIAN Cre ative Direc tor, Yeprem

| EDG ARD CHAYA

Founder, BlattChaya | CALINE CHAYA BlattChaya | K AREN CHLEL A Senior
Digital Marketing Specialist, Azadea | K ARMA DABAGHI

Architec t &

Produc t Designer and Visiting Assistant Professor at L AU SArD | NADA
DEBS Furniture Designer | DIANE FERJANE Fashion Designer | LEE
FREDERIX Chair DA&D, L AU | ZIAD GHANEM Fashion Designer | CHARLES
HADDAD CEO, Rosa Maria Concept Store

| ELIAS HADDAD Founder,

Boshies Design | TAL A HA JJAR Co-founder, Starch Foundation | MOUNA
HAR ATI Editor-in-Chief, Az yaa Mode | YOUSSEF HELOU Architec t and
Par t-Time Facult y at L AU SArD | SAR AH HERMEZ Founder & Direc tor of
Cre ative Space | RYAN HOUSSARI Cre ative Direc tor, Candy fornia Studio |
HATEM IMAM Co-founder, Studio Safar | ALI JABER Film & Psychoanalysis
Specialist | AMINE JREISSATI St ylist, NOUN magazine | CHERINE KHADR A
Founder, L’Atelier.C | MANAL KHATER Regional Strateg y Direc tor, Leo
Burnett MENA | MINDAUG AS L ATISENK A He ad of International Relations
& Projec t Management Depar tment, Vilnius College of Design | DOUGL AS
MACLENNAN Design School Direc tor of International Development,
Nor thumbria Universit y | JONY MAT TA St ylist | SAR AH MELKI Fashion
Designer | MANDY MERHEB He ad of Fashion & Be aut y, Jamalouki
magazine | CYNTHIA MERHE J Fashion Illustrator | MAYA MROUEH Founder

Backstage at Mary Katrantzou AW 2017

Mood board at All Things Mochi AW 2017

& He ad Buyer, Les Petits Parisiens & Bensimon Liban | R AYYA MORCOS
Fashion Designer & Founder, Bird on a Wire | MAYA MOUMNE Co-founder,
Studio Safar | SELIM MOUZ ANNAR Jewelr y Designer | ALIA MOUZ ANNAR
Jewelr y Designer

| MONA MR AD Assistant Professor of Marketing at

L AU | HAL A NAHAS Architec t & Co-founder, SIN sarakbi nahas | AL A A
NA JD Fashion Designer | CYRILLE NA JJAR Founder of White sur White
and Adjunc t Facult y at L AU SArD | L AR A SA AB Administrative Manager,
Ashkal Alwan | YESR SA AB Luxur y Fashion Marketing Consultant | R AFIF
SAFADI Communications Manager MENA, ELIE SA AB | EDITA SABOCK Y TESKUDIENE Head of Fashion Depar tment, Vilnius College of Design |
YASMINE SAKR Founder & Creative Direc tor, THE FARM | SAMAR SER AQUI
DE BU T TAFOCO Fashion Blogger & Founder, Une Libanaise à Paris | HADIA
SINNO Fashion Consultant and Alam Al Sabah Fashion Presenter | SUYIN
Backstage at Eudon Choi AW 2018

Backstage at Mary Katrantzou AW 2016

TSANG Textile Designer
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BLATT CHAYA
The Blatt Chaya live project was an opportunity for
designers to explore the importance of surface design.
Whilst it may be normal for floors in Lebanon to have
tiles, it is not generally the case in the UK. This aspect of
the seen and unseen was another clue in the developing
nature of a program that seeks to see the unseen.
By analyzing repeat patterns and creating new
approaches, designers were able to explore family
dynamics and ultimately produce new concepts. What
was most inspiring was the story of Edgard Chaya whose
family was known for their tiles, and who re-launched
a company and skill that celebrates heritage and
craftsmanship.
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PROGR AM MESSAGE

Whilst the general translation from Arabic to
English is hopefully understood, the word itself is
re-pitched within the program from the passive
stance and replaced with language appropriate for
the journey ahead.
The use of this word sets an internal dialogue
centered on things being dependent upon other
people and their wishes. As the driving force of
a brand, one must move beyond obstacles and
indifference.
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